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SUMMARY

Grid services provide an important abstract layer on top of heterogeneous components
(hardware and software) that take part into a grid environment. In this scenario,
applications, like scientific visualization, require access to data of non-conventional
data types, like fluid path geometry, and the evaluation of special user programs and
algebraic operators, like spatial hash-join, on these data. In order to support such
applications we are developing CoDIMS-G, which is an adaptive parallel query processing
middleware for the grid. CoDIMS-G provides a query execution environment adapted
to the heterogeneity and variations found in a grid environment by offering a node
scheduling algorithm and an adaptive query execution strategy. The latter both adapts
to performance variations in scheduled node and nicely deals with repetitive evaluation
of a query execution plan fragment, as needed for computing particles trajectory.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The development of grid services as proposed by the Open Grid Services Architecture OGSA
[14] provides for the isolation of user applications in respect to the heterogeneity inherent to
the grid environment. While middleware systems like the Globus toolkit [3] provide for some
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basic functionalities on the top of a grid infrastructure, mainly regarding: authentication,
remote task scheduling and file transfer, this is not enough for the deployment of complex
applications that might involve processing of user programs and access to distributed data.
For these more complex types of applications the Open Grid Service Infrastructure OGSI has
proposed the extension of the web service technology towards the grid web service, where
service state and life-cycle can be managed [30]. The idea is that by designing and composing
grid services, one can provide for higher level functionalities specific tailored to the envisaged
application and still support the fundamental characteristics offered by established distributed
systems such as Common Request Broker Architecture CORBA, from the Object Management
Group [15], and RMI/IIOP [1]. In this paper, we present the functionalities been developed
in CoDIMS-G, which is a data and program integration service for the grid. In such system,
users express queries that combine distributed data processing with program invocations over
these data [7]. We focus on the development of a service to support a preprocessing stage
of scientific visualization application that simulates a fluid flow through a path [25]. In this
preprocessing stage, an instant shot of the flow is taken and comprises a set of fluid virtual
particles (VP). Particles positions are localized in respect to a representation of the geometry
of the fluid path (e.g. a blood arteria). The fluid path geometry is modelled by a set of
polyhedrons. At each polyhedron vertex, a fluid velocity vector represents its speed on that
position in a time instant. The computational representation for this scenario comprehends
the relations: Geometry and Particle and two user programs. The Geometry relation stores
data associated with polyhedron’s geometry and the corresponding velocity vectors for each
time instant, whereas the Particle relation holds the initial particles’ positions. The Resulting-
vector user program computes a resulting speed vector in a specific position of the flow path
and the Trajectory Computing Program (TP) computes VP’s next position, given its initial
position and the corresponding resulting speed vector. The database model for this application
is represented below†:

relation schema:

• Geometry (id, polyhedron list of < pointid, point >, velocity listof <time-instant, speed
listof <point>> )

• Particle (part-id,point)

user programs interface:

• Resulting-vector(point, speed list of < point >): point;
• TP (particle-id,point, speed):new-position.

Each iteration of the TP problem can be expressed as a SQL query, such as in Figure 1.
Such queries can take a long time to process on conventional machines as a result of the

number of particles, the number of interpolations and the fluid path model complexity. As a
result of this, using the processing power available in a grid environment may substantially
reduce the time needed for processing virtual particles. Nevertheless, in order to make it

†We consider an Object-Relational model [20].
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CODIMS-G 3

Select TP(part.part-id, part.point,resulting-vector(part.point,v.speed))
From g in geometry, v in g.velocity,

part in particle
Where part.point in g.polyhedron and

v.time-instant = $time

Figure 1. TCP query

feasible for the scientific visualization community, one must provide services that will hide the
complexity of executing a query, like the one in Figure 1, in a grid environment.

In terms of a data and program integration service, this means that we must provide
transparent access to stored data, as well as transparent allocation and management of program
invocations over these data. CoDIMS-G is being conceived to support these needs. We provide
a greedy scheduling algorithm that selects among available nodes the subset that would benefit
a parallel invocation of the TP program. Contrary to what one might expect, allocating all
available nodes may take longer than choosing a smart subset of them. In addition, once the
grid environment is supposed to be collaborative, one may exercise optimal use of resources
to the welfare of the community.

Once grid nodes have been selected, CoDIMS-G query manager dynamically deploys query
engine services on scheduled nodes and manages their execution in respect to estimated node
throughput. The complete architecture comprises also a local query engine, responsible for
accessing data sources and distributing the data amongst distributed query engine instances
using a demand driven approach. The data transfer between the data-source node and grid
scheduled nodes follows a transfer protocol that combines unicast with multicast strategies to
minimize massive volume data transfers.

Therefore, CoDIMS-G offers transparent data access and manages programs execution
within the grid, providing an efficient and high level integration service for scientific
applications.

1.1. Contributions

This paper presents the following contributions. Firstly, we present a distributed query
optimization strategy conceived for queries including expensive user programs. Next, we
propose a new grid node scheduling algorithm and integrate it into the proposed optimization
strategy, producing an initial distributed and parallel query execution plan. Thirdly, we present
an adaptive distributed and parallel query engine architecture that is based on the Eddies
strategy [4]. We describe its main functionalities and discuss its implementation as grid services.
In addition, we use the Eddy approach to repetitively evaluate a fragment of the query plan, as
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required by the iterative computation of particles trajectory. This side effect of the adoption
of the Eddy operator turned up to be very convenient making the choice on the number
of iterations to be transparently dealt by Eddy execution control. Finally, we discuss the
problem of initial data transfer and propose a centralized controlled strategy for fanning out
the geometry data to scheduled grid nodes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section Background and Related Work,
references to important work covering grid data services and scientific visualization approaches
are presented. Next, the section Architecture gives an overview of the CoDIMS environment
and the CODIMS-G instance architecture is introduced. The Distributed Query Processing
section discusses the adaptive and distributed query processing strategy adopted in CoDIMS-
G, including a new grid node scheduling algorithm, integrated into a query optimizer, and an
adaptive query engine. The important problem of distributing the geometry data is dealt in
section Data Transfer Protocol, where a static data distribution strategy combines unicast and
multicast using a tree data structure. Finally, we present our conclusions and future work.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The problem of integrating distributed query processing technology with a grid service has
been addressed in the OGSA-DQP project [11]. In this project, the query processor is served
by a set of orchestrated services that manage distributed data access, resources metadata
information and services instances creation and management. The DQP service is built on
top of a OGSA-DAI [23] implementation that provides services interfaces for data source
access; data transfer and data source services instances management. Query processing is
done by services encapsulating the Polar* [9] distributed object oriented query processor. DQP
offers query capabilities very similar to those proposed in this paper. Query execution service
instances are deployed in grid nodes to implement user programs parallelization. Physical
algebraic operators, like exchange and operation-call, implement inter-node communication
and user program invocations, respectively. Our proposal differs from the one in OGSA-
DQP in the following aspects. Firstly, we propose a grid node selection algorithm based
on historical of application execution and integrate it into a distributed query optimization
strategy. Secondly, in contrast to DQP static generated query execution plan, our query
execution engine extends Eddies adaptive query execution strategy to cope with execution time
variations not captured during query optimization stage. Finally, we dynamically reanalyze
node allocation by comparing actual node throughput with estimated values and, eventually,
calling the dynamic optimizer to reschedule grid nodes.

Another data integration web service based proposal can be found in the SkyQuery project
[19] that provides a mediation based architecture for the integration of astronomy (data)
archives available on the internet, with the execution of spatial queries. Web services are
adopted as the main communication and encapsulation interface both for the query processor
and data sources wrappers. SkyQuery adopts a centralized query processing approach, which
departs their work from the one proposed in this paper. In respect to middlewares that
implement distributed query processing for data and program integration, such as Mocha
[26] and Garlic [27], CoDIMS-G offers a standard based communication paradigm based
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CODIMS-G 5

on WebServices technology and extends dynamic distributed query processing techniques to
explore the grid environment infrastructure.

Examples of scientific visualization application problems that consider particles tracing
problems can be found in [10, 16, 5, 28]. Such problem can be mathematically defined by
an initial value problem [10]:

dx/dt = F (x, t), x(0) = P0 (1)

where F : R3xR+ → R, is a time-dependent vector field (velocity, for example). The solution
of problem 1 for a set of initial conditions gives a set of integral curves which can be interpreted
as the trajectory of massless particles upon the flow defined by the field F (x, t). Other particle
tracing methods can be used (streamlines, streaklines, among others.) with slight modifications
of the above equation [12].

3. THE ARCHITECTURE

This Section gives an overview of the CoDIMS project and presents the CoDIMS-G architecture
in more detail.

CoDIMS overview

CoDIMS (Configurable Data Integration Middleware System) is a middleware environment
based on components and framerowks designed to provide flexibility and configuration for
generation of data integration systems. Through component reuse or adaptation of framework
components the environment is used as the basis for the generation of heterogeneous and
distributed data integration systems tailored to specific application requirements. The systems
therein produced are named instances of the CoDIMS environment. The components commonly
presented in an instance of a CoDIMS environment include: Metadata Managing, Query
Processing, Data Access, and Control. Metadata Managing Component is responsible for
managing data sources, global concepts metadata and mapping information. The Query
Processing Component is responsible for processing global requests issued by applications.
It comprehends: a parser, a query optimizer and a query execution engine services. The
Data Access component is responsible for the communication between CoDIMS and each
data sources. The Control Component is the essence of the CoDIMS environment which
orchestrates the communication among the component services. It stores, manages, validates
and verifies both physical and logical configuration information. The physical configuration
corresponds to the selection of software components, their customization according to the
application requirements and its registration as part of a composed service of a CoDIMS
instance. Components export their externally accessible operations through their interfaces.
In addition, they register in the Control catalog a list of their required external services
that should be present in an instance of the CoDIMS where that component appears. The
Control verifies the matching between offered and required services. The logical configuration
specifies the orchestration among services that take part in a CoDIMS instance. It specifies the
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Figure 2. CoDIMS-G architecture

sequence of service’s invocation to solve a specific user request. The configuration process is
presented in details in [6]. CoDIMS is an ongoing project writing in Java language in order to
allow portability. Their components are implemented as web services and the communication
between them is done using apache soap-rpc [29].

3.1. CoDIMS-G architecture

CoDIMS-G is an instance of the CoDIMS environment that is been developed to support visual
applications running in a grid environment. The overall CoDIMS-G architecture is depicted in
figure 2.

Users access the CoDIMS-G environment through a web application running in a public
accessible gatekeeper host. Their requests are forwarded to the Control component, which sends
them to the query processing system. The latter is composed by a Parser, a query optimizer, a
query execution manager and query engines (QE). A scheduler component identifies available
nodes for allocating QEs. In particular, whenever a algebraic operator is parallelized, the
scheduler indicates the set of interesting nodes to be allocated for the parallelized operator. The
scheduler and optimizer contribute to the generation of the initial distributed query execution
plan DQEP. QEs are independent components that are instantiated from a global query
execution engine framework QEEF [13]. Each QE receives a fragment of the complete DQEP
and is responsible for the instantiation of the operators and the execution control, including the
communication with other fragments for tuple consumption. As part of the DQEP, the scan
operator accesses data sources using wrappers that prepare the data according to a common
data format.
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CODIMS-G 7

The main challenge facing the development of a parallel data middleware in a grid
environment, is to adapt to its heterogeneous and varying characteristics. CoDIMS-G answers
to this by basing its execution strategy on a homogeneous query execution engine that can be
dynamically deployed as services in scheduled nodes. All required physical adaptation is done
by physical operators that implement necessary behavior, like distribution and parallelization
of query execution plan fragments. In addition, logical adaptation, regarding execution time
conditions is introduced by adaptive execution strategy implemented by an adapted Eddy
operator. The integration with Grid middleware software is done by using its security and
system metadata services.

4. DISTRIBUTED QUERY PROCESSING
The CoDIMS-G query execution model follows the adaptive execution strategy named Eddies
[4]. The Eddies strategy provides for an adaptive scheduling of query operators according to
their on-line production. Since the statistics on the query machine performance and the data
characteristics may vary during the execution or may even not be available, the idea is to
produce a first DQEP without spending too much time looking for an optimal query plan,
and to define the tuples routing trough the DQEP operators in real time. During execution,
initial node allocation is reevaluated, according to real-time node throughput statistics, and a
new allocation strategy may be devised by the dynamic optimizer.

This scenario is certainly adequate to the grid environment, where node performance may
change as a consequence of new task allocation. In addition, data statistics may be imprecise
or inexistent, as is the case of grid data sources not supported by a database system.

As a result of the above, we use a simple but efficient initial static query optimization
strategy, depicted in Figure 3. Initially, a user query is mapped into a query graph QG
(1). The query is then validated by accessing metadata data from the catalog (2) and if
valid, it is mapped into an initial operator tree OT = {Ω, λ}, where Ω is a set of algebraic
operators and λ is a set of dependencies relations, where if (ω1λ1ω2), with ω1, ω2 ∈ Ω and
λ1 ∈ λ, then ω2 succeeds ω1 in a bottom-up navigation of the DQEP and ¬(ω2λ1ω1). In
addition, we define Ω1,Ω2 as subsets of Ω, where the former comprises join predicates, and Ω2

comprises a set of user programs. Once the query has been mapped into a OT, the optimization
process may begin. The optimizer accesses the catalog to obtain statistics regarding the size of
relations, the number of distinct attribute values on attributes used in predicates and average
per tuple invocation costs for user programs involved in the query,(i.e. Ω2). Next, in (3)
the optimizer queries the grid middleware to obtain information regarding node availability
and corresponding throughput. These statistics form the input to the G2N algorithm (see
subsection below) that indicates the set of nodes for an efficient parallel execution of user
programs (4). The optimizer, in the sequel, explores the search space of possible query execution
plans (5), using the following approach: (i) simple predicates (i.e. restrictions) are pushed-down
through the DQEP to be placed close to the corresponding relations; (ii) all possible join orders
are computed and a cost is associated with each of them (6). The join order producing the
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Figure 3. The optimization strategy in CoDIMS-G

least expensive cost is selected ‡. The node schedule computed previously is integrated into
the DQEP and a final plan is computed (7). Finally, the complete DQEP is sent to the query
engine for execution (8).

4.1. The grid greedy node scheduling algorithm

In this section we present the grid greedy node G2N scheduling algorithm. The main idea
behind G2N can be stated as: ”an optimal allocation strategy for an independent user program,
of a tuple by tuple type, is the one where the elapsed-time of its execution is as close as possible

‡We assume queries with few join predicates, as is the case of most of applications in this domain.
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CODIMS-G 9

to the maximum sequential time in each node evaluating an instance of the user program”. This
is because scheduled nodes would show maximum usage of resources during query evaluation.

The problem can be formalized as follows: given a set N, with information regarding node
throughput , and a set of equally costly independent tasks P, define a subset N1 of N, which
minimizes the elapsed-time for evaluating all tasks in P.

The algorithm is presented in Figure 4. It receives a set of available nodes with corresponding
average throughput (tp1, tp2, . . . , tpn), measured in seconds per particle. This includes the
average cost involved in transferring one particle to the evaluating node and processing it. The
total estimated number of tasks (T) to be evaluated, corresponds to the number of virtual
particles (NP) multiplied by the number of iterations (NI) for each particle. The output of
the G2N comprises a set of selected grid nodes. We now present a brief description of the
G2N . Initially, the algorithm classifies the list of available grid nodes in decreasing order
of their corresponding throughput values. It then allocates all T tasks to the fastest node.
The main program loop tries to reallocate, at least one particle from the already allocated
nodes to a new grid node (less performing, next in line). If it succeeds to do so, producing a
new evaluation estimation with reduced query elapsed-time, it continues reallocating particles
to the new allocated grid node, until the overall elapsed-time becomes higher than the last
computed one. Conversely, if the reallocation of a single particle produces an execution with
higher elapsed-time than the one without the new grid node, the algorithm stops and outputs
the grid nodes accepted so far. In addition to the (pre-execution) static allocation of grid nodes,
a dynamic strategy validates and corrects possible differences observed during the execution,
when the QEM compares estimates for node throughput against real-time values. Whenever
the estimates fall below a certain threshold the QEM calls the Optimizer to reevaluate the
node assignment. A new grid node allocation is produced considering: the number of tasks yet
to be evaluated and the up-to-date grid node throughput.

G2N is integrated into the query optimizer as a function to be invoked whenever an operator
is to be parallelized through different performant nodes. In this sense it is quite general and may
be used to compute node allocation for more complex operators than simple tuple-by-tuple
user programs. Its main restriction is due to consider the evaluation of tasks independent
of the selected node. As an example, assuming that, in the scientific visualization running
example, the geometry data is fragmented into different nodes, the join between particles and
the geometry polyhedrons depends on the fragment placed at each node. In this scenario, G2N
is unable to devise a correct node scheduling.

Summarizing this section, we discussed the static optimization strategy adopted in CoDIMS-
G for generating an initial distributed query execution plan for queries similar to the one in
Figure 1. Once the DQEP has been produced it is sent to the query execution machine for
evaluation.

5. QUERY EXECUTION

Query execution in the CoDIMS-G is implemented by an instance of the QEEF framework,
which is a software framework for the development of query execution engines that can be
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G2N (throughput(tp1, tp2, , tpn), number-tasks):result
nodelist:= descending order(throughput);
result:= result ∪{nodelist(1)};
current-cost:= number-tasks * nodelist(1);
add-new-node:=true;
While (nodes in the list and add-new-node)

total-cost:= current-cost;
new-node:= next-node in nodelist;
While (current-cost <= total-cost)

move tuples from lowest node in result to new-node;
Update current-cost;
If (current-cost > total-cost)

If (we could move at least 1 tuple to the new-node)
result:= result ∪{new − node}

else
add-new-node:=false;

Endif
Stop loop;

Endif
endwhile

enwhile
output result;

Figure 4. G2N algorithm

extended to support new query characteristics, including new operators, different algebras and
different execution models among others.

In the CoDIMS-G, the QEEF framework has been extended to support the following
functionalities: user’s function execution, distribution and parallelism. The strategy for
introducing user programs into a DQEP is to implement the Apply operator [24] as a new
algebraic operator that encapsulates users’ program invocation and parameters passing by
values extracted from input tuples. The operator implements the standard iterator interface
and, for each tuple, invokes the user program with the input parameters captured from the
input tuple. User program’s result is concatenated to the input tuple to compose an output
tuple.

In order to support distribution and parallelism, we conceived two new operator modules:
remote and parallel. The remote module implements the communication mechanisms among
distributed fragments of a DQEP. It comprehends two dataflow operators Sender and
Receiver. The Sender and Receiver operators are responsible for providing transparency in
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distribution aspects such as communication technology and data (de)serialization. In our
current implementation, the Sender operator buffers the results produced by a fragment and
sends them to the demanding Receiver. A Sender operator is coupled to one and only one
Receiver operator. In order to reduce the communication overhead, the results are sent in
blocks in an attachment of the reply message (i.e. getnext block message).

The parallel module supports the parallel evaluation of logical operations in a DQEP. It
is implemented by the control operators: merge and split. The split operator distributes the
dataflow through local queues that cache data to be sent to each individual instance of the
parallelized operator, whereas the merge operator captures results coming from parallelized
operators.

Figure 5 presents a CODIMS-G adaptive query execution plan generated for the query
in Figure 1. The DQEP is described according to the syntax defined in [13], in which
special execution strategies are defined by modules. Figure 5 highlights two query execution
modules: Eddy and Parallel. Eddy module controls the routing of tuples among DQEP physical
algebraic operators, hash-join and TCP user function. By placing Eddy in between the different
instances of these operators we achieve adaptive execution according to the performance of
each executing node. In addition to this, Eddy provides an interesting approach for dealing with
the iterative execution of the spatial hash-join. Note that executing repetitively an algebraic
operator is not an usual task in query execution. By placing Eddy before the spatial-join
dealing with repetitive evaluation became a simple task. Controlling the number of iterations
that each tuple has been through is done by attaching an iteration value to it. The Parallel
module defines the query execution structure necessary for supporting the parallelism of the
encapsulated algebraic operator. For example, in the upper box parallel module, the Hash join
is parallelized with two independent instances.

We implemented a version of the spatial hash-join algorithm [17] to operate between particles
in the Particle relation against the Geometry relation data. The choice of the hash-join
algorithm is based on the fact that the geometry data will usually not fit in main memory
and a nice partitioning function may distribute tetrahedrons into buckets according to the
path followed by the fluid, reducing the number of IOs. The parallelization strategy adopted
for hash-joins considers that all instances would receive the complete geometry data, so that
particles distribution is independent of the hash-join instance and can be scheduled according
to node performance measures. Such decision eliminates the restriction regarding G2N for
this problem, allowing the same scheduling function to be used during optimization. The over
cost of transferring the complete geometry data to scheduled node is reduced by adopting a
multicast transfer protocol approach, see section 6.

Finally, the results generated by the evaluation of a query may be consumed in two ways:
first-tuple-first or last-tuple-first. In the former, the result is consumed as data is produced. In
the later, the result is consumed only after terminating the query execution. In this mode the
result is stored in a temporary area and the user will be noticed at the end of the processing.
By submitting a query to the CoDIMS-G, the user will receive an identifier for the process
and a handle for an instance of the service where to consume from.
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Figure 5. CoDIMS-G adaptive query execution plan

Figure 6. Data transfer protocols

6. DATA TRANSFER PROTOCOL

For the distribution of the initial data (geometry, etc.) we have a source point which fans out
data to a number of clients (the processing nodes). Such upload stresses the network around
the source of such data as it needs to send the same content to n destinations, where n denotes
the number of processing nodes. The Figure 6.a shows the fan out issue mentioned herein.
A transmission methodology which prevents such problem is multicasting [8], which ensures
distribution with no retransmission of a given data set in a link (See Figure 6.b). Multicast
is not ubiquitously available, however, which makes it inadequate for our purpose. In order
to allow the distribution of data and still attempt to minimize the stress in the network, we
propose the use of an End System Multicasting (ESM) protocol, such as those proposed in
[18, 22].

ESM protocols are often [18] defined based on a set of characteristics: Centralized or
Distributed; Mesh-First or Tree-First; Join/Leave Strategies (i.e. whether or not clients
join/leave while the distribution is ongoing as well as how that is processed), as well as whether
or not the target application is single or multiple sourced; and whether or not it exploits IP
multicasting where available. The ESM is implemented through a logical data distribution
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tree, where the root is the source of the data and the other (tree) nodes are all processing
nodes of the grid. More specifically, leaves are nodes that receive the data but do not need to
forward it, while branch nodes are those who receive the data from its parent and have the
additional task of forwarding it to all of its children. Since all processing nodes are part of the
tree we can easily verify that all nodes will eventually receive the data, while the amount of
transmissions one node has to perform is limited by the degree of the tree. This is much like
the access-control-tree-structure presented in [21], where a more formal comparison of the tree
scheme is compared with the adhoc fan-out-from-the-root only scheme.

For CoDIMS-G, the number of client nodes is relatively small, being known in advance, once
the optimization process is complete. That would hint us towards a centralized algorithm, as
no changes are expected regarding node allocations. Tree-First seems hence more suitable, as
all decisions can be made at once and no changes are required if all goes well. No join/leave
strategy is required for the initial distribution of data because no nodes are added/removed
in that stage. The initial distribution is clearly single sourced, as one source fans out the data
to a number of hosts. Last but not least, since multicasting is at times available at a LAN
(Local Area Network) level and it is common to have components of a grid organized as a
cluster, which is typically linked through a LAN, it is desirable that the algorithm chosen
takes advantage of IP multicasting where it is available (LAN level at least). That would allow
the data to be distributed to all nodes of a cluster in a single transmission. In fact, even if
no multicasting is supported in the LAN level, such approach would still be beneficial, as the
elected node would be the single node to receive data from an external node, forwarding it
internally.

Out of the existing algorithms CoopNet [22] sounds reasonable with a slight adaptation.
Since CoopNet does not take advantage of IP multicasting we’d use an election algorithm to
select a single node of a multicasting-enabled LAN to be part of the ESM multicasting tree.
Such node would be responsible for distributing the data locally through IP Multicasting. Other
algorithms which are centralized, tree-first-based, single-source oriented would be suitable as
well.

The distribution mechanism is hence implemented much like Figure 6.c, with the nodes
shown also representing clusters, with minimization of stress in links, where the distribution
occurs as described above.

CONCLUSION

The vision of providing transparent and automated access to and use of a large number of
heterogeneous hardware and software resources available in the internet and intranets has
motivated efforts towards the development of grid environments. To this end the Global Grid
Forum [2] has proposed the OGSA architecture, based on a service-oriented technology, that
addresses the need for standardization regarding grid component discovery, access, allocation,
execution, monitoring , among others.

Scientific applications are natural candidates for benefiting from a grid environment in result
of: the large amount of data to be processed, the distribution of scientific resources, in terms
of human, hardware and software and the requirements for high computing power.
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Middleware systems like the Globus Tollkit [3] are being developed in accordance to
the OGSI standard and offer a set of basic grid services that support: authentication and
authorization for accessing grid resources; efficient file transfer in-between grid nodes and
remote service allocation and monitoring. In order to support complex applications, as scientific
applications, higher level services must be provided with specific functionalities adapted to the
grid environment. In this paper we present the CoDIMS-G, which is an adaptive parallel query
processing middleware for the grid. CODIMS-G offers users a transparent object-relational
view over data and programs distributed in the internet through a set of orchestrated services.

We propose a new dynamic grid node allocation algorithm based on node throughput, and
integrate it into a simple query optimization strategy that generates initial query execution
plans with annotated node scheduling policy. The proposed query execution strategy extends
Eddy adaptive query execution model for the grid environment. The combination of both,
simple query optimization with node scheduling and adaptive query execution model, offers a
very convenient platform for query execution in a grid environment, considering the variations
on grid nodes run-time conditions and the lack of statistics from the web data-sources and
the user programs execution. In addition, we use the Eddy approach to repetitively evaluate
a fragment of the query plan, as required by the iterative computation of particles trajectory.
This side effect of the adoption of the Eddy operator turned up to be very convenient making
the choice on the number of iterations to be transparently dealt by Eddy execution control.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to combine a dynamic node scheduling
and an adaptive query execution.

Another important problem in the context of a data service for the grid regards mass
data transmission. In the scientific visualization problem we are focusing in this paper, for
example, the transfer of geometry data to hash join nodes may entail hundreds of megabytes
of data transfer. We have investigated this problem and proposed a centralized based algorithm,
with control in the data-source node, that builds a node hierarchy tree that directs message
transmissions. A combination of unicast and multicast, where available, data transfer protocols
reduce the costs of message transferring from the data-source to hash-join nodes.

We have just completed the implementation of a first version of the CoDIMS-G grid service.
As future work, we intend to experiment the CoDIMS-G in the grid being developed at
the LNCC and evaluate both dynamic node scheduling algorithm and the Eddies adaptive
execution model for the scientific visualization application described. We also plan to evaluate
the spatial hash-join algorithm, used to join particles and the geometry model, under scenarios
presenting variations on node throughput and amount of available memory.
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